T H I S I S T R U LY A G L O R I O U S A U S T R A L I A N
ESCAPE OF A LIFETIME

Quintessential Australian
Outback and Reef

Jet-Centric Tour
Fly to iconic Australian locations with this luxurious Jet-Centric tour.
Adagold Aviation have partnered with the most luxurious accommodation in three of
Australia’s most celebrated locations to ensure you see the very best of Australia in the
luxury and simplicity of your own VIP jet. From the moment you step into the limousine
to transfer you to your awaiting jet, your luxurious experience begins.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS OUTBACK AND REEF ADVENTURE INCLUDE:
»» Limousine transfer to a VIP airport terminal

»» Tailored catering & gourmet meals

»» Luxury travel on your own private jet

»» Travel through Australia’s most stunning destinations

»» 5-star experience with highly-qualified crew

»» Experience the majesty of Uluru
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D AY 1 TO 4

The Outback Experience
Boarding your VIP jet in Sydney, at the private jet base, you’ll sit back and relax with a
chilled fine Australian wine and watch the beauty of the Australian landscape unfold
beneath you on your way to Uluru. As the sun gets low on the horizon, enhancing the
colours of the magical landscape, the plane will begin to descend. You’re on top of the
world and looking down on the red centre of Australia.

You will be greeted by smiling faces at the iconic Longitude 131 for a luxurious stay in
their newly refurbished resort with spectacular views of Uluru. Enjoy delicious fusion
meals with seasonal treats, tasty canapes and Australia’s finest wines under the stars.
Enjoy the big sky, the red desert sands and the most spectacular sunsets imaginable
all from the sublime luxury of this unique resort.
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D AY 4 TO 7

The tropical adventure begins
It’s time to board your private VIP jet leaving the Red Centre behind. You’ll wing your way
to the tropical waters of the Whitsundays for a luxurious and indulgent island escape.

Your luxury Super Yacht “Spirit” awaits you as the jet touches down on Hamilton Island.
You’ll spend 3 glorious days and nights snorkelling and experiencing the perfect beaches,
coral reefs, clear sparkling waters and big blue skies. You’ll also be greeted by chilled
champagne and local produce as “Spirit” cruises off into sunsets in paradise.

You will dine on fresh Seafood prepared by your personal on-board chef, tropical fruit
platters brimming with locally grown produce, fine Australian wines and boutique beers –
this tour is bespoke and personal, we build every moment around your desires.

E N D O F D AY 7

An experience of pure luxury
and indulgence
Return to Sydney to spend time exploring this famous city set on the beautiful Sydney
Harbour. You’ll have the chance to tour the Opera House and enjoy some shopping
before you return home. No time wasted on transfers, no time in queues – your travel is
bespoke and designed around your needs.

More Information
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